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Summary. The stationary states of a string through which an electric current is sent and 
which is placed in an axial magnetic field, are investigated. Using methods of constrained 
variational principles, it is shown that, in case the string is inextensible, only those 
stationary states which have least total potential energy arestable. 
1. Introduction 
The study of the dynamical behaviour of strings and bars, although interesting 
in itself, is especially well suited to demonstrate various methods of mathe- 
matical physics. One of the best examples I know of that can lend support o 
this statement is the paper 'On the dynamics of strings' by Broer [1 ]. In that 
paper it is shown how the full set of nonlinear equations for inextensible, and 
for elastic, strings can be obtained from an action principle, thereby intro- 
ducing, for the inextensible case, a Lagrangian multiplier (which can be inter- 
preted as the stress) to take account of the constant length condition. One of 
the main lessons that can be learned from Broer's paper, is that the usual 
treatment of the linear theory of inextensible strings can only be understood 
after a thorough investigation of the nonlinear equations. Together with a 
comparable paper on the dynamics of bars [2], also announced as being 
' . . .  mainly of a didactical character', this paper has been the starting point 
for several students to work on topics from the theory of strings and bars 
(see also [3]). In fact, the underlying paper has grown out of my master 
thesis [4], which was prepared several years ago under the supervision of
Broer. Although time has not left unaltered the presentation and treatment of 
the original subject, several ideas of [4] are also present in this paper. 
In this paper it is shown that the equations for time-independent solutions 
of a simple electromechanical system, which consists of an electric wire 
placed in a magnetic field and satisfying suitable boundary conditions, 
provide us with a model that shows the phenomenon of bifurcation. As the 
stationary solutions can be described explicitly in terms of elementary 
functions, this model is even simpler than the Euler-buckling of a rod, the 
well-known classical example of a bifurcation problem. 
In Section 2 we describe the system, and determine the stationary states, 
when it is assumed that the electric wire is inextensible; this is the model 
originally proposed by Broer. In Section 5 we consider the same electro- 
mechanical system, but now with an elastic wire. As there is freedom in 
choosing the elastic potential energy function, this last system can describe 
various, rather different, bifurcation problems with the same ease. For the 
inextensible string model, stability of the stationary states will be investigated 
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by using constrained variational principles and the multiplier rule in a con- 
sequent way. The stationary states are the stationary points of the constrained 
total potential energy functional. In Section 4 it is shown how (the lack of) 
extremality properties of such a constrained stationary point implies the 
(un-) stability of it as a stationary state of the constrained ynamical system, 
in rauch the same way as is known for dynamical systems without constraints. 
The investigation of such extremality properties of these constrained station- 
ary points is therefore the subject of Section 3. 
2. The inextensible string model  
The first electromechanical system to be considered consists of an hom- 
ogeneous, completely flexible string of constant length, normalized to be 27r, 
and constant normalized mass density 1 per unit length. One of the ends of 
the string is fixed at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system, while the 
other one can move over the positive x-axis subject to a constant external 
force õoe, where e = (1,0, 0) and O0 > 0. 
An electric current of constant magnitude J is sent through the string, and 
this configuration is placed in a constant external magnetic field Be; only 
positive values of the parameter X := JB will be considered. The position of a 
point at the stfing is described with the vector funetion r = r(s, t) = (x(s, t), 
y(x, t), z(s, t)), where t is the tirne and s is the arc length measured from the 
origin, 0 ~< s <~ 2fr. By definition of arc length, the tangent vector r s has unit 
length: 
r s • r s = 1 .  (2 .1 )  
The equations of motion will be derived with the aid of a Lagrangian, which 
is taken to be the difference of kineüc and potential energy: 
where 
and 
L(r, rt) = K(rt)  -- Ph(r), (2.2) 
2 Px(r) = ½Xr s • (r x e) ds + õo(27r -- r(2rr, t ) .  e) (2.4) 
According to Hamilton's principle we look for stationary points of the action 
functional ft t2 L(r, rt)dt on the set of functions r(s, t) that satisfy, apart 
from initial änd final values at t = tl and t = t2, the condition (2.1) and the 
boundary condition r(0, t )=  0, r(27r, t )× e = 0. As the constraint (2.1) 
satisfies all the conditions for the (Lagrange) multiplier rule to be applicable 
~ Tt K(rt)  = ½r t • r tds, (2.3) 
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(see van Groesen [5, Section 1.7.1]) it follows that stationary points satisfy 
for some multiplier o = o(s, t) the following set of equations: 
rtt = (Ors) s + Xr sx e (2.5) 
r s ' r  s = 1 
o(27r, t)rs(27r , t)" e = Oo (2.6) 
r(0, t) = O, r(2rr, t) xe  = 0 (2.7) 
Physically, the multiplier o(s, t) can be interpreted as the stress of the 
string, and the transversahty condition (2.6) as a balance of forces at the 
endpoint s = 2fr. 
Time independent solutions of these equations have constant stress, as 
is seen by taking the inner product of equation (2.5) with the tangent vector 
r s. With this observation the stationary stares are easily found: For any X > 0 
the undeflected string configuration: 
r0 -- (s, 0, 0) (2.8) 
is a solution with stress % = äo. 
Furthermore, for n C N, set Xn := nõo,  and let R(~)  be the rotation over 
an angle ~ about the x-axis. Then for n/> 1, and X > Xt, there are invariant 
sets Mn()D of continua of stationary stares: 
~ Mn(X) = [rn = R(~)~n[ tn  = 
t 
( 1 1 )) 
COS 0 (X)" S,- sin 0 (X) sin ns, - sin 0 (X)" (1 -- cos ns , 
n n 
cos 0(X) = Xn/X, 0 ~< ~ < 2fr} (2.9) 
and for rn EM~(X) the stress is given by on(X) = X/n. Note that r~ is a circle 
screw lying on a cylinder of radius 
Re(X ) = -s in0(X)  = -- 
n 
The total potential energy of the stationary states is given by 
P~, := Px(ro) = O, (2.10) 
forall r n E M,,(X), n /> 1, X > Xn. (2.11) 
Note that hese energy levels are ordered in the following way: 
P~ <P•  <. . .  <P~ <Pä = 0 for X >Xn.  (2.12) 
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This implies that amongst the stationary states, ro is the one which has the 
least value of the potential energy for 0 < X < X~, while for X > X~ this 
property is taken over by the elements ofM~(X). Our aim is to show that the 
stationary states with least potential energy are stable solutions (in the sense 
of Lypunov) of the evolution equations, and that the other stationary states 
are unstable. To thät end we can use properties of the potential energy 
functional on the set of functions which satisfy the constraint (2.1) by a 
slight modification of methods that are known for dynamical systems 
without constraints. Therefore, we shall first concentrate our investigations 
on the potential energy functional Px. 
3. The potential energy functional 
In this section the dependence on time of the functions is not essential and 
will be omitted. On the space ofvector functions Z: 
2; := {r = r(s)[r(O) = 0, r(2zr) xe  = 0}, 
we define the (first Sobolev) inner product ( , )1 and corresponding norm 
l[ Il1 in the standard way: 
(~1,~2)1 := <(~l)s, (~2)8> + <~1,~2>, 
II~l[1 := {ll~sll 2 + 11~ll2} 1/2, 
where ( , > and il [[ are the usual L2 -inner product and L2-norm respectively. 
As a consequence of the Poincaré-Friedrich inequality, the norm Il II~ is 
equivalent to the norm ~ -~ lid» Il on the space E. 
For the following we need an auxiliary lemma. Therefore, introduce for 
> 0 the quadratic functional Qu: 
f? Qu(~) := {~s'~s +/a~s' (~x e)} ds, ~ E 2; (3.1) 
This functional satisfies for/a > 0 the estimates 
lid»Il2 -~ll~ll ' l lgAI < Qu(~) < (1 +u)ll~ll~ v~ e ~. 
Consequently, the eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem associated with this 
functional are bounded from below: the lowest eigenvalue A u is finite: 
A u := min {Qu(~)[ ~ E N; II~ll z = 1} > -~ (3.2) 
Solving the eigenvalue problem for Qu explicitly, the following results are 
immediate: 
LemtTla 
(i) For 0 </~ < 1, Ag > 0; in particular, there exists a constant cl > 0 
such that 
(ii) 
Qu(~) >~ cl [1~11~ v~ E 
For p = 1, A1 = O; in particular, 
QI(~) = 0 for 
E S = {a(0, sin (s + 5) -- sin 8, cos 5 -- cos (s + 5)) la E N, 
6 E [0,2)}, 
and there exists a constant e2 > 0 such that 
QI(~) /> c211~j[121 forall  GE  I; 
V~ES.  
Forp> 1,Au <0.  




Let us now consider the potential energy functional Px: 




on the set of functions which satisfy the constraint (2.1) and the boundary 
conditions: 
~ ' :=  {r E ~ l r  s - r  s = 1}. (3.7) 
Clearly, stationary points of the functional Px on ~/" are time-independent 
solutions of the dynamical equations (2.5)-(2.7) and vice versa. 
In the next section it will be shown that the stability of such a time- 
independent solution is determined by its 'character' as a stationary point of 
the functional Px on J '  (i.e. whether it is a minimal- or a saddle-point o fP  x 
on~Z/). These properties Of the stationary points are the subject of the 
following four theorems. 
Theorem 1
For 0 < X < Xl the functional P~, attains its infimum on ~ 'a t  r = ro ; more- 
over, P~, is non-degenerate at ro : there exist constants c > 0 and e > 0 such 
that 
Px(r ) - -P~ /> cI I r - roI I~ forall rE~¢"  
with [ ] r - ro]h  < e. (3.8) 
P rob  First observe that Px is bounded from below on ¢~'; using standard 
Hilbert space methods it can then be shown that the infimum is attained at 
some t E ~ ' .  Then t must be a stationary point of Px on ~ ' ,  and hence ~ is 
the unique stationary point ro. In order to prove the estimate (3.8), consider 
the second variation of the functional P~, on ~ at r = ro : 
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fr0 ~/r J~(~) = {½-6o~s" ~s + ½X~s • (~ x e)} ds, (3.9) 
for 
E T-/¢'(ro) = {~ E N l~s 'e  = 0}. (3.10) 
Here T~//(ro) is the tangent space of.Z¢" at ro, which consists of those elements 
~EN for which ro +~ satisfies the constraint rs ' r  s = 1 in first order. 
According to the lemma, part (i), the functional J~ satisfies 
jo(~) t> ½õoCa II~ll~ v~ @ T~¢'(ro). (3.11) 
As is weil known, (3.11) irnplies the result (3.8) (see e.g. Ioffe and Tihomirov 
[6, Section 7.2.2], van Groesen [5, Theorem 1.5.2] ). [] 
Theorem 2 
For X > Xl the functional Px has not a local minimum on ~Z/at r = ro : the 
difference Px(r) --Pg is not sign definite on~/.  
Proof: Again we consider the second variation jo ,  given by (3.9), on the 
tangent space T~/(ro). According to the lemma, part (iii), J~ is not sign 
definite on TJ¢'(ro): in fact, the lowest eigenvalue P~,° corresponding to 
the functional J~ on T~'(ro): 
F~ := min {Jä(~)l ~@ T.Z/(ro): II~ll 2 = 1} (3.12) 
is given by P~ = ½ao • A(x/xl) < 0. This property of the second variation 
the tangent space implies the contents of the theorem (see e.g. Ioffe and 
Tihomirov [6, Section 7.2.1], van Groesen [5, Theorem 1.5.1]). [] 
Next we shall show that any stationary state ra E M1 (X) minimizes Px on 
~Z/for X > Xa. In order to be able to obtain an estimate for the difference 
Px(r) - -P l  we need to introduce the distance d(r, Ml(~)) of an element 
r E N to the invariant set M1 (X) in the following way: 
d(r, Ml(X)) := min { l l r - r l lh  I r, ~ M10k)} = 
= min {l l r -R(~)[~lh 10 ~< ~ < 2fr}. (3.13) 
Consequently, for any r E ~ there exist unique elements rl and ~ E 
such that 
r = rl + ~, with rl = R(~)[1, and (~,Æ(~)~1)1 = 0, 
(3.14) 
where Æ(~b) := (d/d~)R(~); then d(r,M,(X)) = I!~II1. 
Theorem 3 
For X > •1 the functional Px attains its inflmum on ~¢" at the elements of 
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the invariant set M1 (X); moreover, there exist constants c > 0 and e > 0 such 
that 
Px( r ) -P~ /> c'd(r, Ml(X)) 2 forall r E JZ  
with d(r, Ml(X)) < e. (3.15) 
P rob  The functional Px is bounded from below on ~d" and can be shown to 
attain its infimum at some element  E~' .  Then t is a stationary point of Px 
on ~ ' .  From (2.12) it fotlows that t E Ma (X), and thus that every element of 
Ma (X) minimizes P~, on ~/ .  
In order to prove the estimate (3.15), let r E ~ be given, and write r as in 
(3.14). The second variation ofP  x on ~/at  r 1 = R(~) t  1 is given by 
27r 
J~(~) = {½0"1 (X)~s "gs + ½X~s" (g x e)} ds = 
= ½X {~s'~Js +~s"  (~ X e)} ds 
for 
(3.16) 
B E Td/(r l )  = {g@ N[~s ' ( r l ) s  = 0}. (3.17) 
According to the lemma, part (ii), it follows that J~(~)~-0 for all 
~E  T~' ( r l ) r3S.  A simple calculation shows that, with ra =R(~) ta ,  
T~ß(r l )  n S = {ak(~V)tl [ a ~ ~}. Hence, if we restrict oursetves to functions 
E T~'(r l  ) whictl satisfy the constraint in (3.14), then (3.5) implies: 
J~(~) > c21[~ll~, forall { E T~'(r l ) ,  
with (~,/~(~)tx)a = 0. (3.18) 
As in Theorem 1, this property of the second variation implies the desired 
result: 
pK(r ) _pK(N(t))tl ) >~ ½c2 [[r_R(~)~l[[2 = l c2d(r, Ml(~k))Œ 
for d(r, M 1 (X)) sufficiently small. [] 
Theorem 4
For n ~> 2, and X ~> Xn the functional Px has not a local minimum on ~t ~ at 
the elements of the invariant sets Mn(X): the difference Px(r) -- P~ is not sign 
definite on..g/. 
Proof." Take any rn EMn(X) (n 1> 2). The second variation o fP  x on ~ 'a t  rn is 
given by 
~Tr 
J~,(~j) = {½an(X)~js " ~s + ½Xgs" (~J x e)} ds = 
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= 2"  n {gs "~s + n~s" (g x e)} ds, (3.19) 
for 
E T~'(rn)  = {~ E ~ I{, "(rn)s = 0}. (3.20) 
We shaU show that J~ can take negative values on T~~¢'(rn), which will 
prove the desired result. In fact, we shall show somewhat more, namely that 
this is true even if we restrict ourselves to functions ~ E T~¢'(rn) n 2~o, where 
~;o = {~ E ~ I~J (2fr) • e = 0}. Let P~ be the lowest eigenvalue corresponding 
to J~ on T..K/(rn): 
P~ := min {J~(~j)I~ E T~/e'(rn); I1~112 = 1}, (3.21) 
and let 
I~~, := min {J~,(~)l ~ E Tùg/(rù) C~ ~o; II~ll 2 = 1}. (3.22) 
Then P f  ~< f'~. The main difficulty to prove that f'~, is negative, sterns from 
the fact that the linearized constraint: ~s " (rn)s = 0 explicitly depends on s. 
The most elegant way to overcome this difficulty is to introduce local 
(Frenet) coordinate systems associated with rn. Define the tangent x = (rn)s, 
the principal normal n ='r s • ('rs "'rs) -1/2 , and the binormal b = "r x n, and 
write ~ = a ' r+ ¢Jn + 3`b. Then ~ E Zo if and only if (a,/3, 3') E ~o. In terms 
of these functions a, 13 and 3', the number I~~. is given by 
~~~ m~ {~ f :~««  ~~» ~~~~~ ~in0(~~ • 
+ t33'~ cos o (x)]} as I (o~, ~, 3') ~ Y,o; 
I: } a s = ns inO(X) '~;  {«2 +~2 +3'2}d s = 1 . 
(3.23) 
It is now immediate that f'~ < 0 by verifying that for any k, with 1 ~< k < n, 
a suitable multiple of (ak, ~k, 3'k): 
n 
ak = ~ sin 0 (X)(1 -- cos ks) 
Bk = sin ks 
n 
7k = -- ~ cos 0 (?t)(1 -- cos ks) 
satisfies the constraints and renders a negative value to the functional in 
(3.23). This completes the proof, rn 
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4. Stability of the stationary states 
Let us now retum to the evolution equations (2.5)-(2.7). The dynamical 
system under consideration is a conservative one: the total energy defined by 
Ex(r) := K(r0 +ex(r) (4.1) 
is conserved uring the motion: 
d 
Ex(r ) = 0 for solutions of(2.1),(2.5)-(2.7).  (4.2) 
I.et I[I lila be the norm defmed by 
IIIrllh := Ilrtll + IIr[h. (4.3) 
One uses in particular the following estimate: 
[r(2zr, t)[ 2 = rs(S,t)d ~< 2fr" [Ir»[I 2, 
valid for all functions r(s, t) with r ( ' ,  O E Y~, in order to show that E x satisfies 
for some constant C > 0 the estimate 
Ex(r 1) - -Ex(r  2) ~< C" Illr x -r2l l[~ (4.4) 
for all functions ri(s, t), i = 1, 2, for which ri( -, t) Œ ~ for all t. With these 
preliminaries we can prove stability of those stationary states that have least 
potential energy (see e.g. Zubov [7] for definitions concerning Lyapunov 
stability). 
Theorem 5 
(i) For 0 < X < ?tl he stationary state ro is stable in the sense of Lyapunov 
with respect o the norm I11 III1- 
(il) For X > Xl the invariant set M1 Ca) is stable in the sense of Lyapunov 
with respect o the metric p, where p is defined by: 
p (r, M1 Ca)) := II rtll + d (r, M1 CA)). (4.5) 
Proof: (i) We show that the functional 
V~(r) := Ex(r) - -Ex(ro ) = Ex(r ) 
is a Lyapnuov functional for the stationary state r0. Indeed, with Theorem 1 
and the stimate (4.4), V~ satisfies for some constants c > 0 and e > 0: 
c l l l r - ro t l l ]  ~< V~(r) ~< Clllr--roll[ 2 
for all functions r(s, t) for which r ( ' ,  t) E ~/ fo r  all t and IIIr - rollh <e.  As 
V~ is a constant of the motion because of (4.2), V~ is a Lyapunov functional, 
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which proves the stability of ro. 
(ii) Consider the functional 
Vl(r) := Ex( r ) - -P~ 
With Theorem 3 and (4.4) it follows that this functional satisfies for some 
constants c > 0 and e > 0 the estimates 
cp(r, Ml(X)) 2 <~ Vl(r) ~< Cp(r, Ml(X)) 2 
for all functions r(s, t) for which r(. ,  t) E J ," for all t and p(r, MI(X)) < e. 
Together with (4.2) this implies that V~ is a Lyapunov functional for the 
invariant set M 1 (X), which implies part (ii) of the theorem. [] 
We use the first method of Lyapunov in order to show that the remaining 
stationary states are lineafly unstable. 
To that end, consider for n = 0 and X > Xl and for n ~> 2 and X > Xn the 
equations (2.1), (2.5)-(2.7) linearized at r = rù, o = aù0t ). Writing r = rn + ~, 
o = an(X) + v in first order, there results 
~tt = °nGk)~ss + ~k~s x e -1- @(rn)s) s 
(rn)s "{, = 0 (4.6) 
[On(X)gs(2~, t) + v(2zr, t)(rn)s(27r, 0 ] "  e = 0 
~(0, t) = 0, ~(2zr, t )x  e = 0 
In order to show that these equations admit exponentiaUy growing solutions, 
consider for n = 0 and n ~> 2 the numbers P~, defined by (3.12) and (3.21). I f  
= {n(s) is a function that solves the minimization problem that defines I '~, 
{n satisfies for some multiplier v = vn(s) the following set of equations: 
i~n n v- x~ = on(X)~2s + X{2 x e + (v"(rn)s)S 
(rn) s .~j2 = 0 (4.7) 
[~ù(X)g2(2~r, t) + v"(2rr, t)(rn)s(2~r, t)]"  e = 0 
gn(O, t) = O, g n(27r, t) X e = 0 
Consequently, the functions: 
(s, t) := ~ n(s) exp [+ t(-- p~)u2 ]
(4.8) 
v(s, t) := v"(s) exp [+ t(-- p~)u2 ]
satisfy the equations (4.6). As P~ is negative in the interesting cases, we arrive 
at the following theorem. 
Theorem 6
For n = 0 and X > )tl, and for n ~> 2 and X > Xn, the stationary state rn is 
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linearly unstable: (4.8) are exponentiatly growing solutions of the linearized 
equations (4.6). [] 
5. The elastic string model 
In this final section we consider an elastic, completely flexible string whose 
ends are fixed at the origin and at the point Le = (L, 0, 0) of a Cartesian 
coordinate system. Through the string an electric urrent of constant magni- 
tude J is seht, and the configuration is placed in a constant external magnetic 
field Be, where the parameter X := JB can take positive values. 
The total mass of the string is normalized to be 27r, and we use a material 
(i.e. Lagrangian) variable/a, 0 ~</a ~< 27r, to describe a point at the string with 
the vector function r = fr/a, t) = (X(la, t),y(la, t), z(la, t)) ; /a is the total mass 
of the string between the origin and the point under consideration. The 
potential energy per unit mass of such an elastic string is then described by a 
function ~ (l), where the specific length 1 is defined by l(/a) := ds/dla, with 
s = s(/a) the arc length. 
The dynamical equations for this system can be derived with Hamilton's 
principle from the Lagrangian 
L(r, rt) = fö  ½rt" rt d /a-Px(r ) ,  
where now the total potential energy Px is given by 
2 Px(r) = (é°(l) + ½Xr u • (r × e)} d/~. (5.1) 
We shall restrict ourselves to time-independent solutions, which are the 
stationary points of the functional (5.1). 
For the following it is convenient o introduce the functäon a2(l):= 
(1/l)(d~/dl), and we shall assume that 
the function l-+a2(1) is positive, monotonically increasing for 
l ~> lo := L/27r; (5.2) 
in particular, 
a z (l) t A 2 for 1 1' l*, (5.3) 
where A 2 and l* may be finite or infinite. 
Using the relation 
l 2 = r» "r•, (5.4) 
the equations for the stationary points o fP  x are easily found to be 
(a2(!)r~)~ + Xr~ x e = 0 
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r(0) = 0, r(27r) = Le (5.5) 
Taking the inner product of the equation in (5.5) with the tangent vector ~, 
it follows that l must be a constant for any solution. With this observation, 
the solutions of (5.5) can be determined: 
For any X > 0, the undeflected string configuration 
r0(p) = (lo/a, 0, 0) (5.6) 
is a solution with l=-lo. Furthermore, for nEM,  let Xn := na2(lo) and 
An := nA 2 , and denote rotation over an angle ~ about the x-axis byR(~)  as 
before. Then, for n >1 1 and X E (Xn, An) there are setsMn(X) of solutions of 
(5.5), given by: 
/ (c Mn(X) = r=R(~)~n[~n = ln(X) osO(X)'/a, nsinO(X)" 
• sin n/t, - sin 0 (X)(1 -- cos n/a) , 
n 
\ 
in(x) cos 0 (x) = to; d( ln(X))  = Xln; 0 < ~ < 2@ 
] 
(5.7) 
[Note that for these time-independent solutions, we could just as well have 
used the x-coordinate as independent variable instead of/2, as x = lo/a for 
these solutions. For time-dependent sotutions, however,/2 is a more appro- 
priate variable.] 
Again, r n EMn(X) is a circle screw, lying on a cylinder of radiusRn(X)= 
(1/n){l~(X)--lg}a/2; because of the monotonicity assumption (5.2)for the 
function a 2 , Rn is a monotonically increasing function of X. Determined by 
qualitative properties of the given function a2(l), three cases can be dis- 
tinguished of the behaviour of  the solutions rn as function of the parameter X: 
(i) If A 2 = oo and l* = 0% then An = oo and all solutions rn, n ~> 1, 'blow 
up' for X ~oo: Rn(X) -+ oo for X ~oo. 
(ii) If A 2 = oo and l* < 0% then An = oo and all solutions rn, n >t 1 have 
bounded radius for X ~ oo: Rn(X) t (1/n){1.2 -- lg} v2 for X ~ oo. 
(iii) If A 2 < oo and l* = o% then An = hA2, and any solution rn, n t> 1, 
'blows up' for a finite value of X: Rn(X) ~ oo for X 1" An. 
As a specific example for which case (iii) occurs, consider an ideally elastic 
string, stretched between the fixed endpoints. The potential energy function 
~(l) then is given by 
g(t)  = ~o + Oo(t - lo) + ½ Y( l -  lo) 2 , 
where ~o,  Oo and Y are positive eonstants, the energy and stress at l = lo and 
Young's modulus respectively. The function a2(l)=Y(1-- lo/1)+%/1 
satisfies the monotonicity condition (5.2), andA z = Y. 
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As has already been remarked, with the monotonicity condition (5.2), the 
bifurcation branches _Rn(X ) are monotonically increasing with X. Note, how- 
ever, that by relaxing the conditions on the function a 2 (l), the simple electro- 
mechanical system under consideration can serve to demonstrate a much 
more general behaviour of the bifurcation branches. 
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